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1 Introduction·· 

In the present 'paper the results are discussed of .the neutron scatterin~ ~x
periments on investigation of antiferromagnetic (AF) fluc~ations. In the last few 
years these have been exciting intense interest because of the following. 

The common feature of high temperature superconductors is the a.D.tiferromag
netic ordering of spins of Cu ions in Cu02 planes (Fig.l). In the dielectric phase 
the long-range order takes place because of both the presence of spin S = 1/2 
of a hole in the 3d-shell of copper in the CuH state and the strong indirect (via 
oxygen ions) exchange interaction. In t~ metallic and the superconducting phase 
the long-range magnetic order disappears, though very str.ong dynamic spin fluc
tuations remain in a. rather wide range of temperatures; ·This fact gives rise to 
models of superconducting pairing via magnetic degrees of freedom. 

The most complete information about magnetic structure and spin correlations 
is obtained in neutron' scattering experiments. The investigations of lanthanum 
and yttrium· compounds were most. detailed. . Large single crystals were grown, 
which is•of great significance to investigation of dynamical phenomena. Recently 
a number of inelastic ne~tron scattering data have appeared in confirmation of the 

~ l • 

special role of AF fluctuations in these superconductors. · · · 

2 · Inelastic .Neutron Scattering Study,of~Mag
netic ·Excitations 

.. ' . ~ . . 

In experiments the spin waves near the antiferromagnetic state at x < 0.4 and 
the spectra of AF fluctuations in the metallic phase at various conc~ntrations of 
holes, including the superconducting phase were measured .. Most exciting was the 
observation[!) of a gap in the spectrum ofspin fluctuations below the temperature 
of the superconducting transition, T0 • These were carried o'ut by the French group 
headed by Prof. J .Rossat-Mignod, the eminent physicist and director of LLB 
(Saclay), whose tragic death in th~ August of this year is a great loss to all of us . 

. · Figure 2 shows, for different temperatures, the energy d~pendence of the imag- · 
inary part of the dynamical spin susceptibility, Imx(Q,w)[2), for the supercon
du'ctor Y Ba2Cu3 0 6 .69 with To= 59K. It is seen that at lo~ energies the intensity 
of fluctiations strongly decreases, which can be interpreted as being due. to the 
appearance of a gap in the spectrum at T < T0 • The insert to the figure gives a 
clear picture of this. The gap width Ea · ~ 1 + 3kT0 is comparable with, 'though 
smaller than, that of the superconducting gap in the plane 2~ .. b ~ 6kT0 • · 

The fact of the existence of a gap in the spectrum of magnetic excitations· is 
confirmed. by independent measurements of the Brookhaven group[3), including 
those carried out at x = 0.92 and To = 91K. Recently a paper was published(4) 
reporting the results.of analogous measurements performed at Oak Ridge, but with 
polarized neutrons, which, of course, better answers the needs of the problem. The 
results reported in[4), though different from those of work[3), are also evidence' 
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Fig.: 1. The'phase diagram ofth~ YB~2Cu306+~ system as a: f\mction of oxygen 
.. content x (from re~.[l]). ; . . . . 
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Fig.2. The low energy part ofthe spin fiuctuati~nspecthunf~~ YB~2Cua06.6~ 
(from~ref.[2]):. · · · · · · · 
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for certain connections between. the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations of Cu2 
ions and the appearance of superconducting Cooper pairs in a strongly correlated 
system of holes in the copper and oxygen sites in the same Cu02 plane. 

Unfortunately, the brilliant experiments[1-4] pointing to the existence of the 
magnetic mechanism.of pairing in high temperature superconductors have, up 
to now, not an unambigunus answer to . .the· question how these two subsystems 
interrelate: do they exist in .the form of a two-component spin liquid or, hav
ing very strong mutual hybridization; they exist as a one-component spin liquid. 
Therefore, we are "giving mo~e careful consideration to the.other experiments on 
inelastic neutron scattering made by the joint FLNP '(Dubna) __:_ RAL (Didcot, 
UK) group(5-8]. These studies of excitations in crystal electric fields are very close 
to the experiments on ·nuclear magnetic resonance and therefore can be compared 
with them. · ' · . · 

3 .. Inelastic Neutron. Scattering"on · Crysta~ · Elec
tric Field Excitations 

Inelastic neutron scattering on crystal field (CF) excitations in Tm substituted 
Y Ba2Cu30 7_., attracts att~nti~·n ~f scien:tists because of th~ strarige beh~~iour of 
the transition li~ewidth in dependence on temperature [5,6] as shown in Fig.3. 

This figure illustrates the results of measurements of the transition linewidth 
for the excitations in the non-superconducting (a) and superconducting (b) state of 
a sample Tm0.1Yo.9Ba2Cu30 6+:r:· The solid line marks the behavio¥r similar to the 
corresponding behaviour of the transition: ii.newidth in conventional superconduc
tors, like that obse~~ed[9]for a Tb i LaAl2 supercon:du'ctor. However, qualitatively, 
they differ by a sharp decrease of thetransition linewidth in YBCO, which oc
curs at T > Tc. This causes many arid diff~rent interpretations .. The situation 
has become even more intriguin:g after the experimental results were obtained for 
To.tYo.9Ba2(Cut-:r:Zn.,)306.9 [7] (Fig.4) and Tmo.tYo.9Ba2Cu40s [8] (Fig.5) which 
did not show any peculiarities forT> Tc within experimental error. 

Let us consider the above mentioned ~xperi~ents in detail. The physical reason 
for a sharp decrease in the transition linewidth consists in the following. Inelastic 
magnetic scattering of neutrox'ts occurs in transitions between the crystal field split 
levels of the main multiplet of a rare-earth metal ion:. Relaxation of the localized 
4/ magnetic moment caused by its interaction with con:d.uctivity electrons (s-f 
interaction) leads to the broadenin:g of peaks in . the scattering spectra. In the 
superconducting·state this relaxation mechanism may break the Cooper pairs, if 
the transition energy between levels, e, is larger than the energy gap, 2~(T). In 
this case the appearance of a gap in the spectrum will not affect the temperature 
dependence of the transition linewidth. 

When e < 2~(T),the excitation: energy, e, is insufficient to. break the Cooper 
pairs. As a result the relaxation channel via the s - f interaction is switched 
off, which fact leads to a sharp decrease in the transition linewidth of the cor-
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Fig:: 3. The temperature depen:den:ce' 
. ofth~ half-width r (~)of the 13.8 meV 
CF transition in Tm : Y Ba2Cu306.1 
and (b) of the 11.8 meV.CF transition· 

, in 'i'm :YBa2Cu306_.9 (fromref.[6]); 
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responding peaks below· Tc. In this way the 4/ moment's are. the .local probes 
in a superconductor, which allow one to measure the magnetic susceptibility and 
estimate the viUue. of .a gap in the energy spectrum. , 

It appears that f~r test measurements. the Tm3+ ·ion appears to be the most 
suitable of all rare-eartb-'elements-to substitute Y in HTSC. This is because in 
the orthorhombic ·symmetry of the nearest neighbouring eight oxygen ions the 
multiplet of the main state 3 H6 splits into well separated singlets. There are 13 
singlets: 4 X rt,3 X r2,3 X ra,3 x'r4 (Fig.6). To the low~lying states correspond 
the level r 3 and two first excited levels, r 4 and r 2, at energies 11.8 meV and 
14.2 meV. Two intense dipole tr~sitions ~allowed between them; which result 
in two intense, but weakly overlapping, symmetrically shaped peaks at 11.8 and 
14.2 meV in the i~elastic magnetic scattering spectra. For the 10% substitution 
of yttrium by tulium the 4/ - 4/ interaction has no influence on the tr~sition 
linewidth.. · ·· 

The transition linewidth between the levels split by CF is determined by the 
dynamical.susceptibility x(e:) (e: is· the level splitting)[10] . . . 

'Y ~ 'L)'9Imx(q,e:)~th(e:f'iT), _ {1) 

where F9 is the geometrical form factor corresponding to the ionic position in a 
unit cell. ' · 

In the case· of Y BaCuO, eq.(1) describes the linewidth of CF transition caused 
by both the interaction with an excitation in a subsystem of local spins of Cu ions 
in Cu02 planes, and the interaction with conducting p-holes. 

Note that for w-+ 0 the spin lattice relaxation rate T11 is proportional to the 
dynamical susceptibility also, but that mea~s that for a small splitting c of the · 
4/ levels, the linewidth of the CF transition and the spin-lattice relaxation rate' 
should show similar temperature dependences. · 

The spin-lattice relaxation rates for 89Y and 17 0 obey the Korringa law over a 
wide enough temperature region[ll]. 89(T1-

1
) shows a linear temperature depen

dence in nonmetallic compounds(12] .. 63(T1-
1

) does not obey the Korringa law in 
any temperature region. Note that for unde~dopped compounds 63(T11

) does not 
exhibit any peculiarities ·at T = Tc. Moreover,: 63(T11

) has a typical temperature 
T*"' 150K[ll], connected with AF fluctuations in Cu02 planes. 

Since the· spin-lattice relaxation rate is determined by the. imaginary part of 
the dynamical susceptibility, Imx(q;w),at small'frequencies, w -+ 0, so, due to 
large increases of x Jor large wavevectors q connected with AF fluctuations[2], the 
spin-lattice relaxation rates can be essentially different for different form-factors 
F(q). According to[11,13,14] 63(T11 ) is determined by this susceptibility, when 
the AF wavevector Q ='(-rr,7r),.and the contributions of x(Q) to the relaxation 
rates of 170 and 89Y are small due to the fact that the foqn-factor F(Q) = 0. In 
this latter case the spin-lattice relaxation times are determined by x(q = 0). 

To better understand the temperature dependence of relaxation rates and 4/ 
transition widths the temperature dependence of the static susceptiblity and the 
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Knight shift need to be known. The main findings of the susceptibility and Knight 
shift measurements are the following[12]: i) ~K is temperature dependent and 
this temperature dependence corresponds to the temperat~e dependence of Xi ii) 
the ratio ~K/x does not depend on oxygen content for 6.41 < x < 7; iii) the 
temperature dependence of x(T) changes slowly in this oxygen content region. 

4 Theoretical Analysis 

4.1 General Remarks , _ 

First, let us consider in short the ge~era1"1situation in the theory of AF fluctu
ations in HTSC. 

In the dielectric state· of the AF phase the spectrum of spin waves may be 
described with the anisotropic. Heisenberg Hamiltonian 

H =- L:J)}S; · Si + J/j(SfSj + SfSJ)/2 (2) 
' ij 

where J;] describes the interaction of spin components in the plane Cu2 - 0-
and J)} -outside this plane, The anisot~opy, SJ = ii- Jll, defines the gap 
in the excitation spectrum, where J is the superexchange interaction via oxygen 
ions for two nearest spins .of Cu2 ions in the plane.·· Correspondingly, the gap, 
~ = Jv'l- a2,~ = h!J11 , has l3. small value:-~< 0.5 meV. ,_ 

The appearance of holes in the Cu2 - 02, 03 layersresults in a ~onsiderable 
change of spin dynamics. First, the correlation length decreases. For example, 
at anoxygen concentration x_~ 6.37,€ = 7.5A[1). ·second,the spin ~aves in. 
the plane start' to strongly attenuate and their velocity decreases. _ For 'oxygen. 
COncentration X = 6.37 this velocity, V1 becomes equal to 0.45 ev; and for the 
critical concentration Xc = 6.4-1, when the long-range AF order disappears, v -+ 0, 
i.e. spin rigidity drops. . 

Now, no generally accepted theory of the spectrum of spin excitations in high 
temperature superconductors exists, There are a dozen of different ~pproaches, 
which can be divided into two groups[15]. The first includes the ~orks consid
ering the Fermi-liquid with the weak Coulomb interaction, the second - those 
considering the limit of strong cor~elations. However, the findings of these two ~p
proaches are qualitatively coinciding attd result in the appearance of a ~'ma~etic" 
gap. As for the role of the magnetic Ifl.echanism in superconducting pairing, the 
theory in its present state is far from being able to give a quantitative criterium 
for comparison of its predictions with experiment. At the same time it has beeO: 
established that the indirect interaction of charge carriers via AF spin fiu~t~ations 
could cause the pairing. The most probable exhibition of the magnetic mechanism 
is the d-pairing, though, under certain assumptions, it might also giv~ rise to the 
attraction via the s~channel. . 

So, at present, it seems of int~rest to clear up the qualitative basis of the state 
of the spin system in HTSC. Rather promising here is the phenomenological theory 
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of the AF Fermi-liquid[14]. 'The authors of[14) suggested the introduction of model 
dynamiCai spin s~sceptibility in the form: · 

x(q,w) =·xqp(q,w) + XAF(q,w), 

where Xqpstands for the q~~iparticle contribution 

XQP)q;w) = xo(T)[1- iw1r/rt1 
' ~ _. ' 

' . 

(3) 

(4) 

Xo(T) is the static susceptibility, and r! /1r is the typical energy of spin fluctuatioris; 
.which value is close to the Fermi energy, EF. 

The susceptibility, XAF, describes the contribution of AF fiU<;tuations 

XAF(q,w) = Xq(1 + €~(Q- qt..:. iwfwsFt1
, (5) 

where XQ is the static susceptibility for the wave vector, Q, nwsF is th,e typical 
energy of AF flU:ctuation~. Acco~ding to[14) a ~elatio~. : · 

xq=:;x'o(T)(€/€o)2 ,wsF ~ (rt~)(€ri/e?: (6) 

exists, where €(T) is the correlation length of AF spin fluctuations, because (€/€0 )
2 >> 

1,XQ >> Xo(T) and r >> WSF· . . . 
The. theory[14] successfully interpreted the results of the NMRexperiments, 

particularly the behaviour of the spin-lattice rela.Xation rate; T1-
1
,. which is pro

portional to the function 
, .. -· . . ' kT . . 

S(q,w.'-+ 0) =lim..., .... or;-Imx(q,w + ie:) = 
. w . 

kTxo(T) .. f3(€(T)fa) 4
.--

7r nr(T) [1 + 1- €2(T)(Q- q)21 
(7) 

In eq.(7) the contribution of AF fluctuations is determined by the se~ond term, 
proportional to the weight coefficient, p: It is small for q :=: 0, and plays a decisive 
role for q = QAF· • . . . . · :· · ' . - . 

Now, we turn to the mea-Surements outlined i~ Section 3 fo~ 'the· temperature 
dependence of the transition linewidth: 

.-
4.2 The Dielectric Phase 

The compound Tm0 ,1lo.9Ba2Cu30 6.1 is an AF in~ulator and the m~n contri
bution to the, broadening of transitions in CF arises froni magnetic fluctuations. 

-.To describe the 4/ transitions 'Ye introduce the Hamiltonian similar to ref.[13]: : 

8. ·-

H=DL:Sku;· 
. ' '.k=l:··._ . 

(8) 

whereS" is the spin.operatorof a Cu ion; u ar~'th~ PaUli matrices, describing the 
transition between the {f levels split by-CF; ai:Hf-D is the it1teraction constant. 
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Summation is over the eight. nearest· neighbouring Cu ions. ··We. also adopt. the 
anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian (2) for describing the spin dynamics in Cu02• 

In the pure AF state the gap is sufficiently small !1 < 5 meV. In this case 
the· temperature_ dependent· contribution· to the lin~width is determined- by the 
processes of two types. For !1 > E the xnain contribution arises from the Compton 
processes which describe the linewidth in the superconducting state .. Note that 
according to[13] the spin-lattice relaxation rate can be described by the Compton 
processes- also. For !1 < E the main oo~tributi~n arises from the one-magnon 
emission-absorption processes. On· the other hand the spin-lattice relaxation rate 
is also determined by the' Compton processes: This means that these·two values 
have different- temperature dependences_ iwth~ AF state 

,y~<< = 21l"D2 j(E)(2n(E)+ 1) j u(f) !_ v(E) 12 i . (9) 

where f( E) ::;;g f dq2 /{27r)2o(~ .- E{q))(1 + cos(q_,J+cos(qy)+ cos(q_,)cos(qy)), 
u(w) = [~]112,v(w) = [1;:P'2,n(w) = 1/(exp(wfT) -'-1). · · · . _ 

. Calculations of the linewidth using eq.(9) (see Fig.7) show that one magnon 
processes describe the experi~ental value" of the linewidth in 

' Tmo.tY(,_~Ba2Cu30s.1' for all< temperatures~· The inhomogeneous broadening is 
'Yo:::: 0.17 meV and D :::: 0.03J ....- 4 meV. Moreover, the best agreement with 
experiment requires a small "value for. the spin gap, IS.< 5 me V. That value is in 
good agreement 'with the experimental data reported in[2]. 

Therefore in the AF state the CF transition linewidth is described within the 
spin-wave approximation and the main contribution arises from one magnon pro
cesses. This means that the spin gap is.small compared to the 4flevelsplitting. 

4.3 The Superconducting Phase 

To analyze the temperature de;endence of the linewidthin superconducting 
coxnpounds we use the phenom~nologic.:U app~~~ch[14]. with the approximationf()r 
x(q,w) a8 given hi Eq.(7). -

The temperature depe~dence ~f the. corrdation length in (7)_ has the form: 

(e(T))2 ~ (eo)2(l T.., I ). 
a ' a T+T.., __ (10) 

Note·that the investigation of AF correlation in superconducting materials[2] 
does riot ·provide for such· type of deperide~ce. ·. Ho:;;ever, for the analysis· ~f the. 
temperature' d~pendence'of the 4f transition linewidth, the contributi<?n ~f x(Q). 
is suppressed due to the fact thatF(Q) = O'and the tetiJ.perature dependence of 
the correlation length is not essential: . . . -. . -

-Also note that according to ref.[ll]the squared Lorentzian proposed in[14] for 
the Q dependence of the susceptibility:(7) is definitely too wide to explain the 
temperature dependence o{17(T1T)~1 " According to ref.[3] the Q dependence of 
susceptibility is described by a Gaussian and fall~ off much faster than a Lorentzian 
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Q dependence. According to ref.[11) the dynainical susceptiblity can be approxi
mated by the following expression (which is supported by the neutron scattering 
experiments[3)): < 

71" 4 xo(T) + x(Qi)<P(Q'- q) 
x(q) = 4 f: r(T) + (r(T)- rsF)<P(Q'- q)' 

•-1 . 

(11) 

where ~(q) = exp( -ln2eq2 ), Q' = (11" ± 5, 71");(7r, 71" ± c5),x(Q1)is the susceptibility 
for the AF wavevector, r SF is the typical energy of spin fluctuation for Q1• Note 
that (10) takes into accotint the appearance of incommensurate AF fluctuation 
under the clopping of Gu02 planes by hoiis. Note that the Q width of the AF 
Gaussian peak of susceptibility x(Q,w), according to ref.[3], is w dependent, so 
that a straightforward determination of the correlation length is impossible. Rough 
estimates show that ~ ~ 2- 3a, which is in agreement with ref.[2]. 

Eq. (1) for the linewidth of 4/ transition contains the form factor F(q) which 
is equal to 0 for q = Q. This means that any contribution by the second term of 
( 11) is small. According to estimates of the absolute value of spin lattice relaxation 
rates for 63(Ti-~1 ) and 17(T1-

1
) the contribution is less than 0.01[11klndeed;the 

contribution of the second term-in eq.(ll) can be easily estimated as' . 
_r; 

1/(1611'(ln2e)3
) • x(QAF)/r(T). (12) 

The numerical value fo; ~ ~ 2 + 3a is small~r th~1 0.001. It means that due to the 
filtering form factor F(Q) the contribution ofthe susceptibility to the AFwave 
vector is strongly suppressed __ ,.. -

ED
2
xo(T) cth(E/2T). 

I~ r(T) (13) 

To analyze the t~mperature dependence of linewidth we use eq.(13) and the 
temperature dependence of xo(T) and r(T) as presented in ref.[14]. The best 
agreement between theoretical and experimental results (Fig.8) correspond~ to 
the following set of parameters: D ~ 5 meV,/o ~ 0.15'meV~ 

It is worth mentioning that the. model proposed for describing linewidth in 
high-Tc superconductors does not produce any peculiarities at T > Tc as discussed 
in [5,6]. Figure 8 shows the results of the linewidth calculation of 4/ transition in 
Tm substituted Y Ba2Cu40. in comparison with the experimental data[8]~ The 
temperature dependence, x(T), is presented in ref.[16]. The best agreement of the 
theoretical and experimental results corresponds to the following set of parameters: 
D ...... 6 meV,/o = 0.27 mi:V for the f = 11.8 meV ~ransition and,/o = o.:n ~eV 
for the f = 14.3 meV transition. · · · · · ' · . . · ·. 

It should be noted· that in underdopped ·~om pounds the temperature depen
dence of 17(T1T)-1 continuously decreases with T and at Tc ollly a small change 
in the slope can be seen[11]. 
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5 Conclusions 

We have shown that in the insulating state the main contribution to the line 
broadening of 4f _transitions of Tm -ions arises from the magnetic subsystem of 
Cu ions. The teinperaturedependence of the linewidth is described in terms of 
the linear spin~wave theory with a rather ~eak interaction of 4f levels with the 
magnetic moments in Gu02 planes. - _ . . . 

In the s.uperconducting state due to the small coherence length of AF fluctu: 
aticins;the direct contribution of AF 'fluctiations to the broadening of transiti6ns 
is small. The temperature dependence of the linewidth is determined by the tem
perature dependence of the unifom{ static susceptibility. Note that the coupling 
of 4/ levels with p-holes is weak, and due to this fact, the temperature dependence 
of the linewidth of 4f transition ~d the spi~-lattice relaxatiol1 rate 89(T1-

1
) do 

not show any peculiarities at' T :d Tc. · · 
In general it can be said thaf the i~elasti~ scattering of neutrons provides rich 

possibilities' for inv~stigation of th~ magnetic properties of' HTSC. 'The specific 
f~at~e of the giveri system consists in the fact that one observes strong corre
lation between magnetic and phono~ excitations. Therefore in the study of an 
~xcitation spect~m; it is the x'neasurements using polarized neutrons that give the 
most reliable information. These measurements show, that together with magnetic 
fluctuation's there exists a lioticeable contribution of phonons: ' 

Concerning investigation of the AF subsystem itself in the C u ...:.. 0 plane, the 
· NMR method is the. most efficient complemented with the method of inelastic 

neutron scattering on excitations in crystal fields. Such measurements confirm the 
·existence of the antiferromagnetic. Fermi-liquid suggested in[14]. 
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AxceH08 B.JI., Ka6aH08 B.B. 
Heynpyroe pacceiiHHe Hel1TJ>OH08 H aHTHQJeppoMarnHTm 
<f!JIYKyYallHH 8 8biCOKOTeMneparypHbiX csepxnpOBOAHHK~ 

C noMOILlbiO MarnHTHOro Heynpyroro pacceiiHHII noJI: 
ypQH08, a TaKlKe C DOMOILlbiO MantHTHOro Heynpyroro pa, 

• CT8JIJI08 DOJIY'IeHbl H o6cylKAaiOTCII pe3YJibTaTbl, BalKHbie, 
Alllllero cnapHBaHHII. B paMKax cnHH-80JIH080ro np.H6JI~ 

;aHTHQJeppoMantHTHOH <flepMH-lKHAKOCTH npoaHaJIH3Hpoi 
HHH nepexo11a MelKjzy 4/-ypo8HIIMH Tm, pacllleruieHHbiM 
YBaCuQ. lloKa38HO, 'ITO B Henp080AIIlllHX COCTOIIHHIIX 
JIHHHH nepeXOAa 8HOCIIT OAHOMantOHHbie npoueCCbl, H W 
OTHOCHTeJI&Ho He8eJIHKa (~ < 1 OOK). B c~pxnpOBOAIIILll1 
JIHHHH 8HOCIIT MantHTHbie <f!JIYKyYallHH 8 UeHTpax 30H, 
JIHHHH onpeAeJilleTCll CTani'leCKOl1 CDHH080l1 80CDpHHM'I 

Pa6oTa 8binOJIHeHa u'Jia6opaTOpHH Hel1TpOHHOl1 <PH 

llpenpHHT 06J.eAHHeHHOro HHCTHyYTa liAepHb 

Aksenov V.L., Kabanov V.V. · 
Inelastic Neutron Scattering and Antiferromagnetic Fluctu 
in High Temperature Superconductors 

. The results important for the understanding of the su~ 
with the help of the magnetic Inelastic scattering of nonp< 
with the magnetic Inelastic scattering Qn 4/-crystal field e: 
the transition linewldth between 4/levels of Tm split by cr 
are analyzed In the frame of the spin-wave approximatio 
antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid. It Is shown that In the In: 
linewldth arises from the one-magnon processes and the g 
Is rather small (~ < lOOK). In the superconducting state tl 
from the zone center magnetic fluctuations and the tern 
determined by the static spin susceptibility. · 

The investigation has been performed at the FrankL 
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